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Connecting Utah Brides and Grooms to the Professionals they really want. SM 

WHO WE ARE. 

Wed Utah is a platform of inspiration and wedding tips for Utah planning 

couples. We love our wedding community so much that we want to share 

your work!  

We are separating ourselves from the advertising giants to build an adver-

tising model that you can fit into your annual marketing budget. It works 

for everyone from new kid on the block to seasoned professional. The 

founders are based here in Utah, a career in wedding and event planning 

and extensive knowledge about the wedding industry. 

 

 

HOW IT WORKS. 

We list you on our site. We drive 

traffic to our Social Media feeds and 

website,  featuring your work. We 

prompt the inquiring mind about 

listed and featured vendors and we 

send you the lead. 

 

 THE BENEFIT. 

Instead of dishing out hundreds or thousands of dollars on web banners, 

print ads or even just an annual listing (what?!), you pay for only the cus-

tomers you hear from.  The overall market shares , in part, the same au-

dience, but we want to build new audiences and we want to work with 

you! We’ve discovered that prompt replies plus ease of vendor search is 

the winning combo to booking clients.  



WIN-WIN. 

We are a Cost Per Lead based platform. We charge for only the veri-

fied leads we send you. We leave it to you to close the sale. Wed Utah 

has simplified  a lead generation and tracking system, so we all know 

what’s happening. You give us  a payment option upfront, usually a 

credit card or a PayPal account, and we charge as soon as the lead is 

sent.  

 

THE DIFFERENCE. 

Pay a lot of money upfront with other platforms and be left to close 

your sale, or pay for the lead you get and close your sale. We would 

think the latter makes more sense. Talk about tracking ROI– could it 

get any easier?  If you haven’t seen us, our feeds are amazingly well 

thought out, our content is deliberate 

to host the most realistic and beauti-

ful work our industry has to offer. 

 

Our following is gaining, our brand is 

definitely out there and you will want 

to be part of it. As we grow and be-

come Utah’s leading cost per lead ad-

vertiser, we will ‘grandfather’ in cur-

rent advertisers through September 

2016. 

 

 

ADD ON’S. 

We have an add-on,  a “FEATURE” price which includes your company 

on the front page of Wed Utah, a customized partnered, written article 

and, a gallery. Plus, two extra social media posts in one month time 

frame. A booster, if you will, for the extra work you’ve already put in 

to stand out from the rest. Other items include ad space and our E-

book preferred vendors listing. 



WEBSITE FEATURES 

 

 

 

Vendor Add On: $200 per 

month 

Front Page Feature 

Customized 3-4 paragraph 

article 

2 Social Media Mentions 

Give away posts- add $100, 

posted on one platform 

 

 

Ad Space 600x600 Square 

Only One Available 

Direct Link to your Site 

$150 per month 

3x Run $375 

6X Run $650 

 Building momentum as Utah’s top resource for wedding related features and 

posts. Our goal is to connect Utah Bride and Grooms with the professionals they 

really want. Started  April 3rd, 2016,  we have seen a consistent following every 

week, which will continue to grow as we launch an eBook wedding planning 

guide and host some major giveaways! Be part of the movement now and get 

listed and lock in your Cost Per Lead pricing for one year and website add-ons! 

As our unique visitor counts increase, so will advertising rates! 



COST PER LEAD RATE 

Each wedding professional views the value of a prospective client differently . We tried to av-

erage the best rate across all vendor types. These are certainly negotiable, but once its in 

contract, we cannot change it for 1 year after the date of signature.  We can address con-

cerns and offer cancellations that make sense for all of us, we are about open communication 

around these parts. 

 

Cost Per Lead (CPL)  Rate: $55 

Includes the Name and Email, plus applicable phone and questions. Charged immediately 

once forwarded. 

 

If you find yourself winning a lot, consider the options below to save you some extra mar-

keting dollars. 

Unlimited Leads Subscriptions– Charged half now, half at the end of subscription. 

 

 3 Month Rate: Unlimited Leads for 90 Days: $299  

 6 Month Rate: Unlimited Leads for 180 Days: $499 

 Annual Leads: Unlimited Leads for 365 Days: $899 

 

Monthly reports generated for each advertiser. We promise the inquiring Bride or Groom a response from 

you once the lead is sent within 72 hours. You may want to set up an autoreply specific to “Wed Utah Leads” 

once we have your account set up.  

 Our concept of design is to be as mo-
bile friendly as possible. We know that 
most vendor related searches are done 
on a mobile device, so we built our 
business on social media first and, 
then, a mobile friendly website. 

 Potential clients can toggle back and 
forth and update their needs seamless-
ly and get connected to you quickly. 
We offer them a resource unlike any-
thing out there. 

Their inspirations come from many 
places, and we want to reinforce your 
presence with our mobile connections 
and adaptability. 

Simplified MOBILE WEDDING PLANNING SOLUTION 



 

At what age will you be when you get married? 50%  ages 18-23, 30% 24-28 

Which time frame best fits the date of your Wedding 
Day? (polled in January) 

50 % 2-5 months, 30% 6-9 months 

What is or has been your preferred method to search 
for Wedding Vendors? 

10% search engine, 50% social media, 20% wedding 
expos 

How many vendors did you choose to contact based up-
on your search results? 

40% 1-3, 40% 4-7, 20% all of them 

How did you contact your vendors? 
60% email, 20% phone call, 20% facebook messen-

ger 

What is your preferred response time from those ven-
dors you contacted? 

20% within 8 hrs, 40% within 1 day, 40% up to 3 
days 

If all of the vendors could respond in the time frame you 
chose above, what is your preferred method of com-
municating with them to get your answers you need, 

such as pricing,  and the likelihood to hire them? 

77.78% email, 22.22 % text message 

In our own independent surveys, we gathered the following information  

below– our highest participation rate capped at almost 70 Brides. If this isn’t telling 

enough, we don’t know what is! And Because we lead this survey* on our own, we can 

share this to our best advertisers! 

*This information is proprietary, we will hunt you down and go legal if you copy and/or paste this into any of  your marketing or advertising 

material without giving credit appropriately to Wed Utah.  

“For those getting married in the 
next 2- 12 

months: When did 

you start your wedding planning 
process?  

43 of 67 Brides Responded  

‘IMMEDIATELY’ ” 

Proof is in the Pudding 



C U R R E N T  P R O M OT I O N S  

APRIL 2016-JUNE 20, 2016 

PRE LAUNCH PROMOS 

 

 

 

 

Our website is set to launch in Late May, along with the E-book. We have a kutv FRESH LIVING segment to 

promote the new products as well as some fancy giveaways to bring up follower counts and extend our 

audience. The Fresh Living broadcast is the largest household reach out of all the lifestyle shows in Utah, 

up to 14,000. these are real potential clients, not just vendors. Plus they do a tease on their social media. 

As soon as we announce our website and the giveaways, we expect numbers to spike of real potential 

clients and we want you to be a part of it.  

LIST TODAY AND YOUR FIRST 2 LEADS ARE ON US! NO CHARGE–  

BUT WE DO REQUIRE YOU TO FILL OUT THE CONTRACT..OF COURSE 

THEN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 

$20  LEADS! (Max 5 leads) 

 

COMBO preferred vendor listing 

in eBook with a Cost Per Lead 3 

month subscription rate, only 

$185! Pay in full promo. 

 

 Additionally- 

30% off Feature Profile, 30% off Square Ad space with direct link to your site. 

Sign up here! http://wedutah.com/vendor-listing-information/ 

http://wedutah.com/vendor-listing-information/


Ready to book some weddings? 

Email us: email@wedutah.com  

We will send an electronic contract to 

you, because we love Paperless. 

SOME EXTRA FINE PRINT 

Wedutah.com applies specific Privacy Policy and Terms of Service to all its digital platforms. When advertising, commenting, 

sending an email over the website or similar, you consent to all that apply in the Privacy Policy and Terms of Service statements 

and usage details of the website.  

Wed Utah is a trademark  business doing business in the state of Utah 

Connecting Utah Brides and Grooms to the Vendors they really want is a service mark , addressing the service we provide in the 

State of Utah 

Survey responses, advertising rates, marketing materials and verbiage, are  all the diligent research and work we put into this 

before we launched Wed Utah, we appreciate you not copying the information  into your marketing material, social media 

feeds, websites or anything similar without expressed written consent and credit to the Wed Utah team. 

 

 

Wed Utah is a DBA of Muyly Miller Company LLC. Registered April 28th, 2016 in the State of Utah.  

 


